November Squares
This month like the knitters we are playing with color!  The key in each of these is how
you carry your unused color while it is not being used.  With the first you carry the color
up the sides of your work and with the second you hide the unused color inside each
stitch as you go along.
Apache Tears without ends.
I have been intrigued by this stitch for quite some time but there is a little problem-the
ends.  All of the patterns I Looked at were made by crocheting in the front of the piece
only and with short lengths yarn (ie each row has two ends). In an effort to eliminate the
ends I alternated crocheting with colors-front, front, back, back.  The key is to crochet
in front or back loop depending whether you are working on the front or back side of
the square.
To switch colors I used a ch technique pulling and closing the previous color as I went
along.
The chart below does not include a ch1 to turn each corner including the first row.

Color work Square
Using mc, Ch 4 and join into a ring with a ss.
1: sc 12 into the center of the ring.
2.  Pick up color 2 alternate 1 dc in mc, then 1 dc in color 2 into each sp around ss to
close ring. (24 st).
3. Continuing to alternate colors, dc 2 in color 2 into first sp, then 1 dc in mc into next.
Repeat around and ss to close ring (32 st).
4. Using mc dc 2, ch 2, dc2 into same sp, (carry color 2 through corner st as you go)
then dc 1 into next sp, carry mc and dc 1 into next sp, continue dc into next 8 st while
alternating yarn colors. Repeat corner then along next side of square with just 7 st in
between corners.  Repeat these two corners and sides around square. Ss to close
round.
5. Working with mc but carrying color two along inside your work dc 1 into the next 2
sp, dc 2, ch 2, dc 2 into the corner, dc1 into the next 2 sp. pick up color 2 and dc 1 in
the next sp.  Alternate mc and color 2 for 8 st (total), repeat  along 3 other sides.  Ss to
close circle.
6. *Working with the mc but carrying color 2 along inside your work dc 1 into the next 3
sp, dc 2, ch 2, dc 2 into the corner, dc 1 into the next 4 sp, pick up color two and
alternate color 2, and mc while making 1 dc st into the next 6 sp **. Repeat 3 more
times around to complete the square. Ss to join round.
Round 7: Working with the mc but carrying color 2 along inside your work dc 1 into the
next 5 st, *dc2, ch2, dc2 into the corner, dc 1 into the next 6 st, alternate color 2, then
mc for next 4 st. , return to mc and dc 1 into next 6 st* .  Repeat from * to ** 3 more
times.  On 3rd repeat work just to 4 alternating color dc st and one more dc in mc.  Ss
to join, break yarn and secure ends.

